
 

  

   

 

 

 

 
   

 

 Response Able Hands And Minds 
 

Simply stated, we at RAHAM Detroit believe in Response Able 

Hands And Minds (RAHAM). If given the tools, anyone can be 

successful, and success will look different from individual to 

individual. Communities must be uplifted as well as those who 

inhabit those communities before we can truly see change. The 

mind must change so that an individual can become responsible 

to themselves, their community, their family and ultimately 

responsible to society. 

The question                What is RAHAM? 

 

https://youtu.be/q886GcqVH4A


 

  

The Mission of RAHAM (response able hands and minds); is to 

"Move Upon & Improve Upon 

Persons, Places and Things in our Community and Beyond. 

Persons with Love, Education and Opportunity; 

Places with Color, Cultural Creativity and Life; 

and Things with Benevolence, Justice and Equality, 

as it is via these things that we will offset and ultimately remove 

hatred, mental and physical idleness, 

blight, desolation, and injustice. 

G7 Scholarship Awards 

 

 

 

 

Community, is where we we've planted our flag, for not only is it 

"where the mess was made and thus where the atonement must be 

sought" as our Founder, Phillip Sample articulates, but it is also in the 

heart of the  48205 zip code; one of the most ill-affected areas in the 

city of Detroit, and reported to be one of the most dangerous areas in 

the country. 

We believe this is so due to a lack of spaces and places to properly 

express and channel energy and creativity; 

the breakdown in families and an ages old case of reflecting 

environment. 

 

 



 

  

 
   

G7 Scholarship Awards 

 

 

 
   

Personal Protection 

Equipment 

 

  

During the pandemic year of 2020, RAHAM Detroit has focused on 

giving back and supporting the community. This has been a call to 

supply personal protection equipment, (which RAHAM Detroit 

partnered with the United Way of SouthEast Michigan), delivering 

food to the elderly, helping formerly incarcerated individuals 

establish identification and help in various legal areas, and 

anything else that the community is lacking that RAHAM is able to 

assist by filling the void. RAHAM Detroit has also been involved in 

voter registration and Census data collection in 2020. The above 

video is a recent function that was called “Ice Cream Social 

Distancing”, it was a census event combined with school supply 

giveaway, as well as health and wellness information. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/ygNN1iVqwhE?feature=oembed


 

Census 2020 

 

 
 

RAHAM Detroit has now received training from the SAFE 

(Sisterhood Alliance for Freedom and Equality) Housing Network, 

on the model way to provide safe homes for formerly 

incarcerated women and men. RAHAM Detroit is looking forward 

to establishing housing for individuals who have been recently 

released from the criminal justice system and give them a hope 

for a new future! RAHAHAM Detroit has also been hard at work 

giving out scholarship awards and continuing our commitment to 

the plight of the Formerly Incarcerated People’s Movement! 

 

 

 
 

 

  

  

 

 


